
Debunking weed myths 

from pop culture:  

stoner movie review

Myth #1: Using cannabis is a slippery slope that will ultimately lead anyone who tries it to
down a path of addiction, murder, hallucinations, suicide, assault. 

 
 
 
 

Myth #2: Reefer Madness was somehow considered an educational film at the time, people
believing that using fear and hyperbole would dissuade youth from using cannabis.

Debunk #1:  While the relationship between cannabis and substance use disorder, mental health,
consent, and more is being researched- the portrayal of two people experiencing every exaggerated

consequence perpetuates fear and stigma through sensationalist violence and sexualisation.

Big Mouth (2017-21)

Pineapple Express (2008)

smiley face (2007)

nug-o-meter ranking: 4/5

Reefer Madness 

(1936)

nug-o-meter ranking: 1/5

Debunk #2:  Education should be grounded in evidence,
realistic and relatable and not rooted in fear and stigma.

The OG cannabis propaganda
film and origin of many myths!

nug-o-meter ranking: 3/5

Myth #1: Nick and Jesse get high immediately after ingestion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Myth #2: While high, they hallucinate that their arms morph together
allowing them to communicate telepathically.

Nick and Jesse take Jesse’s dad’s
edibles in S2E6 of Big Mouth 

Debunk #1: The time of onset after eating edibles varies from user to
user, but typically ranges from 30 minutes to 1.5 hours. Time of onset

can be affected by things such as what you’ve eaten that day and
your body metabolism.

Debunk #2: Hallucination is a rarer side effect of consuming THC but
it’s not impossible. However, side effects such as hallucination would

not happen so soon after ingestion.

nug-o-meter ranking: 1/5

In the Trifecta Scene, Dale and Saul
smoke a three-pointed joint which

they refer to as the “trifecta.” 

Myth #1: When they smoke the trifecta, Dale starts coughing a lot, which
Saul says is actually “better” because it “makes you 10x more higher.”

Fact: Coughing does not actually make you higher. Some people
believe that coughing traps the smoke in your lungs which would
hold it there longer and increase absorption. However, this is not

true. When inhaling, gas exchange in the lungs happens relatively
quickly and longer exposure does not increase THC absorption.

When smoking, try not to inhale too hard or for too long. Doing
this can increase the harmful smoke exposure to your lungs

and while it can induce a cough, it will not make you higher. 

This film accurately showcases how cannabis
affects several aspects of Jane's life: the giggles and
the pleasure that the plant can provide, but also the
paranoia, the anxiety and the forgetfulness that
may arise from insensible cannabis use. 

Consumption has no limit! You can use to drive,
work, go to an interview, support your friends...

The benefits derived from cannabis use have the
potential to be greater if we are aware of our

product, if we consider appropriate time and place,
and take time to check in with ourselves to reflect on

our consumption patterns... stay sensible gang !

Debunk:

Myth:
Popular myths & the placebo effect 

These popular cannabis myths have been shared and believed widely
amongst users, despite many of them having no scientific basis. The

reason why it’s easy to fall for these myths is due to the placebo effect. 

The placebo effect occurs when the result from taking an action, such as
getting higher from coughing, occurs because you believe that it will

happen. In reality, many of these common myths are merely a figment of
our imagination and are not based in real physiological processes.  CONCLUSION

To access more factual information around cannabis and its
different methods of use, potential risks and harm reduction tips  

Check out Booklets 2 + 3

From the Sensible
Cannabis Education

Booklet Series
for youth, by youth.


